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Since Chicago is primarily used for professional publications, and because Turabian is specifically for academic papers, 
the information in this handout will be organized with the Turabian information first, followed by a note that explains 
how Chicago varies (if it doesn’t vary, there will be no note). Page numbers will be labeled with a T for Turabian’s A 
Manual for Writers and a C for The Chicago Manual of Style. 
 

Citation Elements 
For examples of each of these elements, see Notes and Bibliography and Author-Date sections. 
 

Author (Editor, Translator, Contributor) (T 171-174, 238-241) (C 784-791, 908-910) 
For the bibliography or references, the author’s name should be formatted with the author’s last name first, followed 
by a comma, then their first name and a period. For multiple authors, only invert the first author’s name and use the 
word “and” before the last author, not an ampersand. List only up to ten authors; for more than ten, list the first ten 
then write et al. Notes should be formatted with the author’s first name first then last name, followed by a comma. For 
four or more authors, only the first author’s name, followed by et al., should be in the notes or parenthetical. 
 

 Single Two Three Four or More 
Bibliography/References Pratchett, Terry. Pratchett, Terry, and 

Neil Gaiman. 
Pratchett, Terry, Neil 
Gaiman, and Patrick 
Rothfuss. 

Pratchett, Terry, Neil 
Gaiman, Patrick 
Rothfuss, and 
Theodor Geisel. 

Notes Terry Pratchett, Terry Pratchett and 
Neil Gaiman, 

Terry Pratchett, Neil 
Gaiman, and Patrick 
Rothfuss, 

Terry Pratchett et 
al., 

Author-Date in-text Pratchett Pratchett and 
Gaiman 

Pratchett, Gaiman, 
and Rothfuss 

Pratchett et al. 

 

Title (T 174-177, 242-244) (C 791-799, 910) 
Titles are separated into two parts, large works and small works.  
Large works should be italicized. Small works should have “quotation marks.” 
 

EXAMPLE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Website names are written with no special formatting. 
 
English titles are written in headline case. All other languages should be written in sentence case. 
Headline Case: Capitalize all words except short conjunctions, short prepositions, and all articles (see our Parts of 
Speech and Articles handouts for explanations of those terms). 
 

EXAMPLE:  This Is an Example of Headline Case: The Subtitle Would Be Capitalized the Same. 

Large Works Smaller Works 

Journal “Article” 

Website* “Webpage” 
Book “Chapter” 

TV Show “Episode” 

Album “Song” 
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Sentence case: only the first letter of the first word is capitalized. Letters after colons, dashes, and end punctuation are 
often the beginning of a subtitle and should also be capitalized. 
 

EXAMPLE:  Ceci est un exemple de casse de phrase: Ce sous-titre est en majuscule de la même manière. 
 

Volume/Issue/Edition (T 177-180, 244-247) (C 806-812) 
If a book has an edition or volume number, put either “# ed.” or “vol. #”—place these after the title; in the bibliography 
or references, place a period before it; for notes, use a comma. You may instead need to specify that it’s a special 

volume/edition such as a reprint or revised edition. For a journal, add volume and issue numbers with no punctuation 
between the volume number and journal name, then a comma and “no.” before the issue number (“no.” is short for 

“number”). Leave these elements out for magazines and newspapers. Author-date format follows the same rules. 

 
Publisher Name (T 180-181, 248-249) (C 815-819) 
For books and sources like them, include the name of the company who published the work. Omit articles like “the,” 
abbreviations like “inc.,” and “publishing company.” In the notes, this is in parentheses. 
 

Place of Publication (Location) (T 180-181, 248-249) (C 813-815) 
For books and sources like them, include the city where the work was published and the state or country if needed for 

clarification. For works of art, include the institution where the art is housed. In the notes, this is in parentheses. 
 

Creator Information (T 208-210) (C 872-874) 
Put producers, directors, or other information about who created a video here. If there is no information besides the 
creator, you can put the location where it was filmed, or if that also isn’t present, you can leave out that information. For 
film and television, depending on what is relevant to your work, you can include information about writers and actors 
as well. They’ll go after the director’s name(s) with the words “written by” or “featuring” respectively. 

 
Date (T 181-222, 241-289) (C 819-821, 899, 902) 
The type of source will determine what the date will look like; the format will be the same in the bibliography, 

references, and notes. For books and movies, only include the year. For journals, include the month, day, and year of 

publication, and they will be in parentheses. Magazines and newspapers also include month, day, and year, but they 

will not be in parentheses. Public documents, such as government documents and court cases, will depend on the type 

of document you are citing; see pages 213-222 in Turabian and 875-890 in Chicago for each specific kind. For websites, 

specify the kind of date if needed (e.g., last updated, accessed, etc.). Parenthetical dates should just be the year. 
 

Access Date (T 194, 261) (C 845-846, 915-916) 
Include an access date if no publication date can be found for an online source. It should have the word “accessed” 
before the date and will go in the place of the date in the bibliography and notes. For the references in author-date 
format, put n.d. in the place of the date of publication and put the access date before the URL. Parenthetical citations 
should just have n.d. in place of the date. 

 
Page Numbers (T 182-183, 190, 249-250) (C 821-824, 895, 903) 
In general, page numbers only appear in notes and parentheticals, not in the bibliography or references. Exceptions 
include book chapters or journal articles. For those, put the page range where the chapter or article is found in the work. 
 
For the notes, books and journals always have page numbers whether directly quoting or not, but magazines only have 
page numbers for direct quotes. For journals, put specific page numbers for a direct quote and the whole page range of 
the article for summaries or paraphrases. Books and magazines have the numbers after a comma while journals have 
them after a colon. The table below shows you what each citation type needs.  
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Notes Books Journals and Book Chapters Magazines 

Summaries/Paraphrases specific page numbers whole page range of article nothing 

Direct Quotes specific page numbers specific page numbers specific page numbers 
Punctuation numbers after a comma numbers after a colon numbers after a comma 

 
Parentheticals only have page numbers for direct quotes. They’re placed after the date with a comma before them. 

 
Time Stamps (T 208-212, 276-279) (C 873-874, 895, 903) 
For video/audio sources, put a time stamp instead of page numbers. Follow the same rules for page numbers for 
placement and punctuation. 
 

URLs and DOIs (T 145, 304) (C 745-750) 
For definitions of URL, DOI, and permalink, see our Computer Terms handout. 
 
For electronic sources, you should include a URL, DOI, or permalink in your citations. DOIs and permalinks are better 
than URLs and should be used if available. If neither is available, then you can use a URL. 
 

Notes and Bibliography Citation Format (T 149-222, 385, 411) (C 751-890) 
Bibliography (T 149-160, 385, 411) (C 751-755, 776-890) 
Your bibliography should list all sources that were referenced in your paper, as well as any other sources that were 
consulted during research (even if they were never directly referenced in the paper). If you have a full footnotes section, 
you don’t need a full bibliography (unless your teacher requires one) and vice versa.  
 

Book (T 171-187) (C 753) 
Last Name, First Name. Title. Location: Publisher, Year. 

 
Wilson, Frank R. The Hand: How Its Use Shapes the Brain, Language, and Human Culture. New York: Pantheon, 

1998.  
 

Book Chapter (T 183) (C 809) 
Last Name, First Name. “Title of Chapter.” In Title of Book, Page Numbers. Location: Publisher, Year. 

Gillespie, Kelly. “Before the Commission: Ethnography as Public Testimony.” In If Truth Be Told: The Politics of 

Public Ethnography, 69-95. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2017. 

Journal Article (T 187-191) (C 755, 829) 
Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Journal Title Volume Number, no. Issue (Month or Season Year): pages. 

DOI. 
 

Kiser, Lisa J. “Silencing the Lambs: Economics, Ethics, and Animal Life in Medieval Franciscan Hagiography.” 
Modern Philology 108, no. 3 (February 2011): 340-347. http:dx.doi.org/10.1086/658052. 

 

Article in a Newspaper/Magazine (T 192-193) (C 838-843) 
Last Name, First Name. “Title.” Name of Newspaper, Month Day, Year. URL (if applicable). 

 
Dodson, Braley. “Facebook is Coming to Eagle Mountain.” Daily Herald, May 30, 2018. 
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Website (T 194) (C 844) 
Last Name, First Name. “Title of Page.” Website Name or Publisher. Type of Date Month Day, Year. URL.   

 
Brooks, Susanna. “Longtime Library Director Reflects on a Career at the Crossroads.” University of Wisconsin-

Madison News. Last updated September 1, 2011. http://www.news.wisc.edu/19704. 

 
Text in Collected Works (T 184-185) (C 803) 

Last Name, First Name. “Title of Text.”  In Title of Collected Works, edited by First Name Last Name, pages. 
Location: Publisher, Year.  

 
Beach, Mary. “The Domestic Realm.” In Separate Worlds, edited by Hanna Papnanek, 115. Delhi: Chanakya, 

1982. 
 

Film (T 208-209) (C 872-873) 
Last Name, First Name, director. Title. Studio/Distributor, Release Year. Run Time. Medium. 

 
Scott, Ridley, director. Alien. 20th Century Fox, 2003. 1 hr., 57 min. DVD. 

Or 
Title. Directed by First Name Last Name. Studio/Distributer, Release Year. Run Time. Medium. 

 
Twilight. Directed by Catherine Hardwicke. Summit Entertainment, 2008. 2 hr., 6 min. 

https://www.netflix.com/title/70099113 
 
Chicago film citations are organized differently than Turabian but contain most of the same information: 
 

Last Name, First Name, dir. Title. Year of Original Release; Location: Studio/Distributer, Release Year of Version 
Watched. Medium. 

 
Caurón, Alfonso, dir. Gravity. 2013; Burbank, CA: Warner Bros. Pictures, 2014. Blu-ray Disc, 1080p HD. 

 

Television (T 209-210) (C 872-873) 
Title of Series. Season #, episode #, “Title of Episode.” Directed by First Name Last Name. Aired Month Day, Year, 

on Program Name. Medium. 
 

The Handmaid’s Tale, Season 3, episode 13. “Mayday.” Directed by Mike Barker. Aired August 14, 2019, on Hulu. 
https://www.hulu.com/watch/eb62b52a-9ef9-44ba-b9eb-4cbd952df32f. 

 
Chicago television citations are organized slightly different from Turabian: 
 

Last Name, First Name, dir. Title of Series. Season #, episode #, “Title of Episode.” Aired Month Day, Year, on 
Program Name. Medium. 

 
Mayberry, Russ, dir. The Brady Bunch. Season 3, episode 10, “Her Sister’s Shadow.” Aired November 19, 1971, 

on ABC. https://www.hulu.com/the-brady-bunch. 
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YouTube and Other Online Multimedia (T 210) (C 873-874) 
Last Name, First Name. “Title of Content.“ Creator Information. Month Day, Year, Description of Content, Run 

Time. URL. 
 

Knowles, Beyoncé. “Sorry.” Directed by Kahlil Joseph and Beyoncé Knowles. June 22, 2016, music video, 4:25. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxsmWxxouIM. 

 

Visual Arts (T 206-208) (C 859-861) 
Visual arts such as paintings, live performances, and graphic arts (such as maps and cartoons) should only be cited in the 
notes. You can also just provide the citation as a description in the text with no note or bibliography citation. 
 

Interviews (T 197-198) (C 849-851) 
Interviews should only be cited in the text or in the notes. 
 

Footnotes and Endnotes (T 149-155, 160-222) (C 751-776, 785-890) 
Footnotes are citations placed at the end of the page, while endnotes are placed at the end of the body of text. 
 

Book (T 171-183) (C 753) 
First Name Last Name, Title (Location: Publisher, Year), page(s). 

 
Frank R. Wilson, The Hand: How Its Use Shapes the Brain, Language, and Human Culture (New York: Pantheon, 
1998), 21. 

 

Book Chapter (T 183-184) (C 802) 
First Name Last Name, “Title of Chapter,” in Title of Book (Location: Publisher, Year), page(s). 

 
Roxane Gay, “The Careless Language of Sexual Violence,” in Bad Feminist (New York: Harper Perennial, 2014), 
130. 

 

Journal Article (T 187-191) (C 755, 833) 
First Name Last Name, “Article Title,” Journal Title Volume Number, no. Issue (Month or Season Year): page(s), 
doi. 

 
Lisa J. Kiser, “Silencing the Lambs: Economics, Ethics, and Animal Life in Medieval Franciscan Hagiography,” 
Modern Philology 108, no. 3 (February 2011): 340, http://dx.doi.org/10.1086/658052. 

 
Article in a Newspaper/Magazine (T 192-193) (C 838-839) 

First Name Last Name, “Title of Article,” Title of Newspaper, Month Day, Year. URL (if applicable). 
 

Tyler Marshal, “100th Birthday of Stalin Celebrated,” Los Angeles Times, December 9, 1979.  
 

Website (T 194) (C 844-846) 
First Name Last Name, “Title of the Page,” Title or Description of Website, Publisher, Type of Date Month Day, 
Year, URL. 

 
Susanna Brooks, “Longtime Library Director Reflects on a Career at the Crossroads,” News, University of 
Wisconsin Madison, last updated September 1, 2011, http://www.news.wisc.edu/19704. 
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Text in Collected Works (T 184-185) (C 803) 
Author First Name Last Name, “Title of Text,” in Title of Collected Works, ed. Editor’s First Name  

              Last Name (Location: Publisher, Year), page(s). 
 

Mary Beach, “The Domestic Realm,” in Separate Worlds, ed. Hanna Papnanek (Delhi: Chanakya, 1982), 115. 
 

Film (T 208-209) (C 872) 
Title, directed by First Name Last Name (Original Release Year; Studio/Distributor, Release Year of Version 
Watched), Medium. 

 
Alien, directed by Ridley Scott (1979; 20th Century Fox, 2003), DVD. 

 
Chicago includes the location after the original release year and is followed by a colon. 
 

Television (T 209-210) (C 872) 
Series Title, season #, episode #, “Episode Title,” directed by First Name Last Name, aired Month Day, Year, on 
Network. Medium. 

 
The Handmaid's Tale, season 3, episode 13, “Mayday,” directed by Mike Barker, written by Lynn Renee Maxcy 
and Bruce Miller, featuring Elisabeth Moss, Yvonne Strahovski, Joseph Fiennes, and Alexis Bledel, aired August 
14, 2019, on Hulu. https://www.hulu.com/watch/eb62b52a-9ef9-44ba-b9eb-4cbd952df32f. 

 

YouTube and Other Online Multimedia (T 210) (C 874) 
First Name Last Name, “Title of Content,” Creator Information, Month Day, Year Medium, Content Run Time, 
URL. 

 
Crash Course, “Robotics: Crash Course AI #11,” October 25, 2019, YouTube video, 10:12, 
https://youtu.be/_U21fT8VLp0. 

 

Visual Arts (T 206-208) (C 859-861, 873) 
Artwork 

First Name Last Name, Title, Year, Medium, Location, URL (if applicable). 
 

Caspar David Friedrich, Der Mönch am Meer, 1808-10, oil on canvas, Alte Nationalgalerie, Berlin, Germany, 
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/KwEv_TMiJhn5kA. 

 
Live Performance 
Live performances look different depending on the type of performance. For descriptions and examples, see T 207-208 
and C 873. 
 

Interview (T 197-198) (C 849-851) 
First Name Last Name, description of communication, Month Day, Year. 

 
Roland J. Zuckerman, email message to author, June 1, 2017. 
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Author-Date Citation Format (T 223-289) (C 891-921) 
References (T 385, 411, 223-232) (C 893, 895-902) 
The only big difference between the References and the Bibliography sections is where you place the date; the only 
exception is interviews, which have a different format altogether in author-date. 
 
Book (T 238-254) (C 895-897) 

Last Name, First Name. Year. Title. Location: Publisher. 
 

Wilson, Frank R. 1998. The Hand: How Its Use Shapes the Brain, Language, and Human Culture. New York: 
Pantheon. 

 
Journal Article (T 254-258) (C 897-898) 

Last Name, First Name. Year. “Article Title,” Journal Title Volume Number, no. Issue (Month or Season Year): 
pages. DOI. 

 
Kiser, Lisa J. 2011. “Silencing the Lambs: Economics, Ethics, and Animal Life in Medieval Franciscan 

Hagiography,” Modern Philology 108, no. 3 (February): 340-347. http:dx.doi.org/10.1086/658052. 
 
Interview (T 264-265) (C 918) 

Last Name, First Name. Year. Interview by Interviewer’s First and Last Name or Interview by author. Location.  
 

Shields, David. 2016. Interview by author. Seattle. 
 
Chicago says interviews are not needed in the reference list, only in the parenthetical citations. 
 

Parenthetical In-Text Citations (T 232-235, 265) (C 893, 895, 902-907) 
To create an author-date in-text citation, you will need the author’s last name and the year of publication. You should 
also include a page number or time stamp if available, after a comma, when referencing a specific passage. 
 

EXAMPLE:  (Jones 2021) 
 
If the work cited was authored by an organization, use the organization’s name.  
 

EXAMPLE:  (UVU Writing Center 2021, 88, 97-99) 
 
Interviews use the last name of the person interviewed, not the interviewer. 
 
Two Sources in the Same Sentence (T 234-235) (C 906) 
A semicolon can be used to separate two sources cited in the same sentence.  

 
EXAMPLE: (Cutler 1943, 110; Powers 1977) 

 
Author’s Name in Text (T 233) (C 904) 
If you use the author's name in a sentence, follow their name with the year of publication in parentheses. 
 

EXAMPLE:  According to Cutler (1943) in his article “What’s Up With Semicolons,” strange things happen when… 
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Using the Same Source Multiple Times in a Paragraph (C 905)  
When you cite the same page range of a source in a single paragraph, only include a full in-text citation after the last 
reference or at the end of the paragraph. If you use a different page of the same source in one paragraph, use a full in-
text citation after the first reference and include only the different page numbers in any following references. 
 

EXAMPLE:  According to one source, Kirby is “a blob of pink bubblegum” (Ranger 1999, 42). This same source 
also claims that Link “hoards all his items in his hat” (64), Sonic has “no patience for penguins” (32), 
and Jigglypuff is “Kirby’s girlfriend” (792). 

 
Turabian doesn’t specify a guideline for this kind of citation. 
 

Missing Elements 
Author (T 157, 166, 173, 234) (C 787, 908, 910) 
If there is no clear author for your source, begin your bibliographic or reference citation with the title of the work. For 
magazine and newspaper sources, use the name of the magazine or newspaper. Websites use the site name or publisher 
(like BBC). For parenthetical citations, you can use a shortened form of the title by putting the first four words of the title 
(although you can omit any initial articles like the, a, or an). 
 

Title (T 200-201, 207) (C 856-857) 
If there is no title, use a short description of the work. If you have an untitled work of art, use the word Untitled in the 
title’s place. 
 

Date (T 181, 194, 234, 261) (C 820, 913) 
Use the placeholder “n.d.” to indicate “no date” or “not determined.” If there is an academic estimate for the date of 
publication, you may include it in brackets. For online sources, you should also include the date you accessed the source 
before the URL. 
 
 EXAMPLE:      Abba Garima [330?]. Garima Gospels . . . 

EXAMPLE:  (Smith [1850?]) or (Smith n.d.) 
 
Chicago says parenthetical citations should have a comma before the n.d. 
 

Publisher or Place of Publication (T 180, 248) (C 815) 
Use the placeholder “n.p.” to indicate “no publisher” or “no place” respectively. 
 

Page Numbers (C 752, 903) 
If a source does not contain page numbers, use a section or chapter title or a paragraph number to help identify quotes. 
For short works, like website pages, leave them out. 
 
Turabian doesn’t specify what to do if page numbers are missing. 
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